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Abstract

We report on an efficient adaptive N-body method which we have recently designed and imple-

mented. The algorithm computes the forces on an arbitrary distribution of bodies in a time which

scales as .\" log N with the particle number. The accuracy of the force calculations is analytically

bounded, and can be adjusted via a user defined parameter between a few percent relative accu-

racy, down to machine arithmetic accuracy. Instead of using pointers to indicate the topology of

the tree, u'e identify each possible cell with a key. The mapping of keys into memory locations is

achieved ria a hash table. This allows us to access data in an efficient manner across multiple

processors using a virtual shared memory model. Performance of the parallel program is mea-

sured on the 512 processor InteI Touchstone Delta system. We also comment on a number of

wide-ranging applications which can benefit from application of this type of algorithm.

1 Introduction

N-body simulations have become a fundamental tool in the study of complex physical systems.

Starting from a basic physical interaction (e.g., gravitational, coulombic, Biot-Savart or van der

Waals force) one can follow the dynamical evolution of a system of N particles, which represent

the phase-space density distribution of the system. N-body simulations are essentially statistical

in nature (unless the physical system can be directly modeled by N particles, as is the case

in some molecular dynamics simulations). More bodies mean a more accurate and complete

sampling of the phase space, and hence more accurate or complete results. Unfortunately, the

minimum accuracy required to model systems of interest often depends on having N be much

larger than current computational resources allow.

Because interactions occur between each pair of particles in a N-body simulation, the com-

putational work scales asymptotically as N 2. Much effort has been expended in trying to reduce

the computational complexity of such simulations, while retaining acceptable accur_cy. One

approach is to discretize the phase-space on a lattice, and transform the force field using a fast

Fourier transform. This converts the complexity to O(Nlog N). The drawback to this method

is that dynamics on scales smaller than the lattice cannot be modeled. In three dimensions, this
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restricts the dynamic range in length to about one part in a hundred (or perhaps one part in a

thousand on a parallel supercomputer), which is unacceptable for many calculations.

Another approach is to divide the the interactions into "near" and "far" sets. The forces due

to distant particles can then be updated less frequently, or their forces can be ignored completely

if one decides the effects of distant particles are negligible. However, 6this risks significant errors

which are hard to analyze. Also, any significant clustering in the system will reduce the efficiency

of the method, since a large fraction of the particles end up being in a "near" set.

Over the past several years, a number of methods have been introduced which allow simula-

tions to be performed rapidly, with much better accuracy than the methods mentioned above.

They all have in common the use of the multipole approximation to reduce the complexity to

O(N) or O(N log N). To compute the gravitational force on an apple, one generally treats the

Earth as a point mass, rather than a distributed collection of atoms. Multipole approximations

of this type are not always valid. In fact, they don't converge if the point at which the force is

desired is inside a sphere that circumscribes the extended body. Generally, the approximation

is better if the measurement point is far from the other masses. The scale by which one should

judge "near" and "far" is simply the diameter of the sphere that encloses the mass points.

The basic idea of an N-body algorithm based on the multipole approximation is to divide

up an arbitrary collection of bodies in such a manner that the multipole appro_mation can be

applied to the pieces, while maintaining sufficient accuracy of the force on each particle. In

general, the methods represent a system of N bodies in a hierarchical manner by the use of a

tree data structure. Aggregations of bodies at various levels of detail form the internal nodes of

the tree, and are called cells. The decision of which interactions to calculate between the cells

and bodies (which affects the speed and accuracy of a method) is controlled by a function which

we shall call the multipole acceptance criterion (MAC). The multipole methods which have been

described in the literature are briefly reviewed in the next section.



2 Background

2.1 Multipole Methods

Appel was the first to introduce a multipole method [1]. Appel's method uses a binary tree data

structure whose leaves are bodies, and internal nodes represent roughly spherical cells. Some care

is taken to construct a "good" set of cells which minimize the higher order multipole moments of

the cells. The MAC is based on the size of interacting cells. The method was ori_nally thought

to O(N log N), but has more recently been shown to be O(N) [2].

The Barnes-Hut (BH) algorithm [3] uses a regular, hierarchical cubical subdivision of space

(an oct-tree in three dimensions). A two-dimensional illustration of such a tree (a quadtree) is

show in Fig. 1. Construction of such trees are much faster than methods such as Appel's. In

the BH algorithm, the MAC is controlled by a parameter 0, which requires that the cell size,

s, divided by the distance from a particle to the cell center of mass be less than 0. Cell-cell

interactions are not computed, and the method scales as N log N.

The fast multipole method (FMM) of Greengard & Rokhlin [4] has achieved the greatest

popularity in the broader population of applied mathematicians and computational scientists.

It uses high order multipole expansions and interacts fixed sets of cells which fulfill the criterion

of being "well-separated." In two dimensions when used on systems which are not excessively

clustered, the FMM is very efficient. It has been implemented on parallel computers [5, 6].

The crossover point (the value of N at which the algorithm becomes faster than a direct N 2

method) with a stringent accuracy is as low as a few hundred particles. On the other hand,

implementations of the FMM in three dimensions have not performed as well. Schmidt and Lee

have implemented the algorithm in three dimensions, and find a crossover point of about 70

thousand particles [7]. The reason is that the work in the most computationally intensive step

scales as p2 in two dimensions, and p4 in three dimensions. A major advantage of the FMM over

the methods such as that of Barnes & Hut is that the FMM has a well defined worst case error

bound. However, this deficiency has been remedied, as is shown in the following section.
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Figure 1: A representation of a regular tree structure in two-dimensions which contains 10

thousand particles which are centrally clustered.

2.2 Analytic Error Bounds

Recently, Salmon & Warren have analyzed the performance of the Barnes-Hut algorithm, and

have shown that the worst case errors can be quite large (in fact, unbounded) for commonly used

values of the opening criterion, 0 [8]. Salmon & Warren have developed a different method for

deciding which cells to interact with. By using moments of the mass distribution within each

cell, their method achieves far better worst case error behavior, and somewhat better mean error

behavior, for the same amount of computer resources.

An added benefit of the analysis is the derivation of a strict error bound which can be

applied to any fast multipole method. This error bound is superior to those used previously in

an important way. The method uses information about the bodies contained within a cell to

produce a "better" error bound. This information takes the form of easily computed moments

of the mass or charge distribution (strength) within the cell. Computing this information takes



piace in the tree construction stage, and takes very little time compared with the later phases of

the algorithm. The exact form of the error bound is:

< (p+2) -(p+l) " (1)

The moments. B(,n) are defined as:

(2)
fl

The scalar d = IF- r_0[is the distance from the particle position F to the center of the multipole

expansion, p is the largest term in the multipole expansion, and bma, is the maximal distance

of particles within the cell from the center. (see Fig. 2). This equation is basically an exact

statement of several common-sense ideas. Interactions are more accurate when:

• The interaction distance is larger (larger d).

• The cell is smaller (smaller btu,,).

• More terms in the multipole expansion are used (larger p).

• The truncated multipole moments are smaller (smaller B_v+l)).

Having a per-interaction error bound is an overwhelming advantage when compared to ex-

isting multipole acceptance criteria, which assume a worst case arrangement of bodies within

a cell when bounding the interaction error. The reason is that the worst case interactoin error

of an arbitrary strength distribution is many times larger than the mean error. This causes an

algorithm which knows nothing about the strength distribution inside a cell to provide too much

accuracy for most multipole interactions. This accuracy is wasted, however, because of the few

multipole interactions errors which do approach the error bound that are added into the final

result. A data-dependent per-interaction error bound does not suffer from this problem, and the

mean error is only a factor of 3 or so less than the worst case error. Thus, our "better" error

bound is not better in the sense of being more strict, but a better estimate of the error, while

maintaining the same wors_-case error bound.
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Figure 2: An illustration of the relevant distances used in the error bound equation.

The implementation of an algorithm using a fixed per-interaction error bound poses little

difficulty. One may simply transform the error bound equation into a form from which may

be derived a critical radius, which defines the smallest interaction distance for each cell in the

system. For the case of p = 1 the critical radius can be analytically derived from Eq. 2 if we use

a weak lower bound of 0 for B3:

bma_ 3B2

rc= 7-+ 7 . a (3)

B2 issimply the traceofthe quadrupole moment tensor,and a isa userspecifiedabsolute

accelerationtolerance.In more generalcases(usinga betterbound on B3, or with p > i),rccan

be derivedfrom the errorbound equationusing Newton's method. The overallcomputational

expense of calculatingrc issmall,sinceitneed only be calculatedonce for each cell.The

MAC then becomes d > rc foreach displacementd and criticalradiusr_ (Fig. 3). This is

computationallyvery similarto the Barnes-Hut opening criterion,where insteadofusinga fixed

box size,s, we use the distancerc,derivedfrom the contentsof the celland the errorbound.

Thus, our data-dependent MAC may replacethe MAC in existingalgorithmswith minimal

additionalcoding.
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Figure 3: Each cell has its own critical radius. The critical radii of a cell and one of its daughters

are shown here as circles. For the specified a,:curacy, a particle must lie outside the critical radius

of a cell. The shaded region shows the spatial domain of ali particles which would interact with

the lower left daughter cell. Those particles outside the shaded region would interact with the

parent cell, and those within the unshaded region would interact with even smaller cells inside

the daughter cell.

However, one may also wish to use a relative error bound, where the accuracy is fixed as a

fraction of the total force on a particle. It may also be useful to use a per-particle error bound,

where the opening criterion is dynamically modified, based on the current sum of interaction

errors. In this case, it can not be determined a priori which cells will need to [ e opened. This

defeats parallel methods which are discussed in [9, 10]. The reason is that these methods require

determination of locally essential data before the tree traversal begins. In contrast, this new

class of opening criteria require access to non-local cells which can not be determined before the

traversal stage.



3 Computational Approach

It is for the reason mentioned above that the algorithm described here was developed. It does

not rely on any particular function which describes locally essential data; instead it provides a

mechanism to retrieve non-local data as it is requested during the tree traversal. The decision

to abandon our previous parallel N-body algorithm was also motivated by the desire to produce

a more "friendly" code, with which a variety of research could be performed; in computational

science as well as physics. The old code, which was the result of porting a previously existing

sequential algorithm, was a maze of complications, brought about by the haphazard addition of

pieces over several years. We took full advantage of the opportunity to start over with a clean

slate, with the additional benefit of several years of hindsight and experience.

When one considers what additional operations are necessary when dealing with a tree struc-

ture distributed over many processors, it is clear that retrieval of particular cells required by one

processor from another is a very common operation. When using a conventional tree structure,

the pointers in a parent cell in one processor must be somehow translated into a valid reference

to daughter cells in another processor. This required translation led us to the conclusion that

pointers are not the proper way to represent a distributed tree data structure.

Instead of using pointers to describe the topology of a tree, we identify each possible cell

with a key. By performing simple bit arithmetic on a key, we are able to produce the keys of

daughter or parent cells. The tree topology is represented implicitly in the mapping of the cell

spatial locations and levels into the keys. The translation of keys into memory locations where

cell data is stored is achieved via hash table lookup. Thus, given a key, the corresponding data

can be rapidly retrieved. This scheme also provides a uniform addressing mechanism to retrieve

data which is in another processor. This is the basis of the hashed oct-tree (HOT) method.

3.1 Key construction and the Hashing Function

We define a key as the result of a map of d floating point numbers (coordinates in d-dimensional

space) into a single set of bits (which is most conveniently represented as a vector of integers).

The mapping function consists of translating the floating point numbers into integers, and then



interleaving the bits of the d _.ntegers into a single key (Fig. 4). Note that we piace no restriction

on the dimension of the space, although we are physically motivated to pay particular attention

to the case of d = 3. In this case, the key derived from 3 single precision floating point numbers

fits nicely into a single 64 bit integer.

binary coordinate representation

x y z

10011001 01101001 11101100

place-holder bit

l interleave

1.101.011.011.100.111.001.000.110 binary key

0153347106 octal key

Figure 4: An illustration of the key mapping. Bits of the coordinates are interleaved and a

place-holder bit is appended to the most significant bit. In this example, the 8-bit x, y and z

values are mapped to a 25-bit key.

This is very similar to Morton ordering [11]. This function maps each body in the system to

a unique key. We also wish to represent nodes of the tree using this same type of key. In order

to distinguish the higher level internal nodes of the tree from the lowest level body nodes, we

append an additional 1-bit to the most significant bit of the body keys (the place-holder bit).

We may then represent ali higher level nodes in the tree in the same key space. Without the

place-holder bit, there would be a degeneracy among bodies and nodes whose most significant

bits were ali 0. The level immediately above the body level in the tree consists :gf keys which

have d fewer bits. The root node is represented by the key 1. A two dimensional representation

of such a tree is shown in Fig. 5.

In general, each key corresponds to some composite data describing the physical data inside

the domain of a cell (the mass and center-of-mass coordinates, for example). To map the key

to the pointer reference to this data, a hash table is used. A table with a length much smaller
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Figure 5: A quadtree shown along with the binary key coordinates of some of the internal nodes.

than the possible number of keys is used, and a hashing function is used to reduce a k-bit key

to the h-bit long hash address. We use a very simple hashing function, which is to ANDthe key

with 2h - 1. Collisions in the hash table are resolved via a linked list (chaining). The incidence

of collisions, which can degrade performance a great deal, are discussed in a later section where

we examine the memory access pattern of a typical tree traversal.

This key space is very convenient for tree traversals. In order to find daughter nodes, the

parent key is left-shifted by d bits, and the result is added (or equivalently 0R'ed) to daughter

numbers from 0 to 2 d- 1. Also, the key retrieval mechanism is much more flexible in terms of

the kinds of accesses which are allowed. If we wish to find a particular node of a tree in which

pointers are used to traverse the tree, we must start at the root of the tree, and traverse until we

find the desired node (which takes of order log N operations). On the other hand, a key provides

immediate access (of O(1)operations).

An entry in the hash table (an hcell) consists of a pointer to the cell or body data, a pointer

to a linked list which resolves collisions, the key, and an integer with various flags which describe

properties of the hcell and its corresponding cell. The data structure is detailed in Fig. 6.
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Figure 6: An illustration of the data structures used in the hashed tree. This shows the fLxed

number of hcells in the hash table, the extra hcells created to resolve collisions, and the cells

which contain the physical data derived from the particles within the cell.

The use of a hash table offers several important advantages. First, the access to data takes

place in a manner which is easily generalized to a virtual shared memory parallel architecture

model. That is, non-local data may be accessed by requesting a key, which is a uniform addressing

scheme regardless of which processor the data is contained within. This type of addressing is not

possible with normal pointers on a distributed memory machine.

3.2 Tree Construction

The higher level l_odes irt the tree can be constructed in a variety of ways. The simplest is that

which was described in [3], but we now use key arithmetic in the traversal. Another idea is to first

sort the key list into ascending order. This allows the construction to proceed more quickly, and

11



has other important advantages, as we sha]l see in later sections. After the keys are sorted, the

cells in the tree are constructed by a linear tr,xversal of the list, and construction and insertion

of ttle cell nodes into the hash table. After the topology of the tree has been constructed, the

contents (mass, etc.) of each cell may be updz_ted by a tree traversal.

3.3 Domain Decomposition

The domain decomposition method is critical in the performance of a parallel algorithm. A

method which may be conceptually simple and e_y to program may result in load imbalance

which is unacceptable. A method which attempts to balance the work precisely may take so long

that performance of the overall application suffers.

We have implemented a method which can rapidly domain decompose a d-dimensional set of

particles into load balanced spatial groups which represent the domain of each processor. The

idea is to simply cut the one-dimensional list of sorted body key ordinates into Nl, (number of

processors) equal pieces, weighted by the amount of work corresponding to each body. The work

for each body is readily approximated by counting the number of interactions the body was

involved in on the previous timestep. This results in a spatially adaptive decomposition, which

gives each processor an equal amount of work. Additionally, the method keeps particles spatially

grouped, which is very important for the efficiency of the traversal stages of the algorithm, since

the amount of non-local data needed is roughly proportional to the surface area of the processor

domain. An illustration of this method on a two-dimensional set of particles is illustrated in

Fig. 7 for a highly clustered set of particles (that which was shown in Fig 1) with N1,= 16.

We take advantage of the properties of the mapping of spatial coordinates to keys to produce

a "good" domain decomposition (see Fig. 8). The method is very simply a sort of the keys

across Np processors. We can thus take advantage of highly tuned sorting algorithms on various

machines. The best sorting algorithm is known to take approximately N log N time. However, it

is usually the case that numerous tree constructions will take place in the course of a simulation.

One should note that the positions of the bodies in the key space does not change significantly

between timesteps, so one can take advantage of a more efficient O(N) sort of the almost sorted

data such as the Batcher merge algorithm [12], after the first timestep.

12
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Figure 7: A processor domain for a clustered system of particles. The domain shown is a result

of the decomposition strategy outlined in the text.

3.4 Tree 2_aversal

A tree traversal routine may be cast in recursive form in a very _w lines of C code:

void

TraverseRecursive(Key_t key, void (*func)(hcell *))

{

hcell *pp;

unsigned int childnum;

pp = Find(key);

if (pp == NULL) return;

func(pp);

key = KeyLshift(key, NDIM);

for (childnum = 0; childnum < (I<<NDIM); childnum++)

13
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Figure 8: On the left, the path indicates the one-dimensional self-similar path which is induced

by the map of interleaved bits. The domain decomposition is achieved by cutting the one-

dimensional list into Np pieces. On the right is a path that does not contain discontinuities

which should produce a better decomposition, but which has not been implemented yet.

TraverseRecursive(KeyOrlnt(key, ¢hildnum),func);

}

On a parallelmachine,one may add additionalfunctionalitytotheFindfunction,inorder

to handle cases where the requested node is in the memory of another processor. The additional

code would request non-local data, wait to receive it, and insert it into the tree. This allows the

same traversal code fragment to work without further modification. However, the performance

of such an approach is bound to be dismal. Each request of non-local data is subject to the full

interprocessor communication latency. Computation stalls while the request is being processed.

It is possible to recast the traversal function in a form which allows the entire contezt of the

traversal to be stored. In this case, when a request for non-local data is encountered, the request

is buffered, and the computation may proceed. Almost ali of the latency for non-local data

requests may be hidden, by trading communication latency for a smaller amount of complexity

overhead.
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The traversal method we have chosen is breadth-first list based scheme. It does not use

recursion, and has several nice properties. We shall discuss the plain sequential method first,

and then show the additions to Mlow efficient traversals on a parallel machine.

As an example, we shall use the traversal required for finding the cells which interact with

a given particle, selected by some multipole acceptance criterion (MAC). The input to the list-

based traversal is a walk list of hcell nodes. On the first pass, the walk list is simply a single

entry of the root hcell. Each daughter of the input walk list nodes is tested against the MAC.

If it passes the MAC, the corresponding cell data is placed on the interaction list. If a daughter

fails the MAC, it is placed on the output walk list. After the entire input list is processed

and the partial traversal function returns, it is called again on the walk list returned from the

previous call. The process terminates when there are no nodes returned on the walk list. The

end result is the entire interaction list for the given particle, which may then be passed to the

force calculation routine. This method has an advantage over a recursive traversal in that there

is an opportunity to do some vectorization of the intermediate traversal steps, since there are

generally a fair number of nodes which are being tested at a time. It also results in a final

interaction list which can be passed to a fully vectorized force calculation routine.

3.5 Tree Traversal in a Virtual Shared Memory Model

On a parallel machine, the traversal will encounter hcells for which the daughters are not present

in local memory. In this case we add some additional lists which allow computation to proceed,

while the evaluation of the non-local data is deferred to some later time. Each hcell is labeled

with a HEREbit. This bit is set if the daughters of the hcell are present in local memory. This

bit is tested in the traversal before the attempt to find the daughters. If the HEREbit is not set,

the key is placed on the request list, and another copy of the key is placed on a defer list. We

additionally set a REQUESTEDbit in the hcell, to prevent additional requests for the same data.

This allows processing to continue on the hcells in the input walk list. As the traversal proceeds,

additional requests will occur, until a final state is reached, where as much progress as possible

has been made on the #ven traversal (using only data in local memory). In this state, there

are a number of keys in the request list, and an equal number of hcells on the defer list, which

15



require non-local data W, be received before the traversal may continue.

The request list is then processed into single messages for each processor which has data

requested from it. The defer list is saved until later, when it can be passed as a walk list to

the traverse function. The traversal for the next particle can now proceed, without waiting for

the data to return from the last request. With a modest amount of memory it is possible to

store the context (which is completely described by the defer and interaction lists) for about 30

traversals. After 30 traversals have been deferred, we process the first deferral, since the data we

have requested has probably arrived in the interim.

3.6 Memory Hierarchy and Access Patterns

Second, since the tree traversal is stressful to most memory architectures, it is very helpful to

be able to relocate data which is used often to a smaller contiguous memory location. Hashing

with collision resolution via chaining is a natural way to allow the program to perform it's own

"virtual caching." This is also an advantage in a parallel implementation, since data which has

been sent from another processor can be "erased" after it is likely to not be used again, which

represents a large savings in parallel memory use efficiency. Lastly, the method is a bit more

memory efficient, since pointers need not be stored in the cells. In three dimensions, rather than

eight pointers in each cell, there is an overhead of two pointers and a key for each hash table

entry.

3.7 Miscellaneous Tricks

One trick we have found useful to keep arithmetic operations independent of the number of

spatial dimensions is to use the C preprocessor macro facility to perform vector operations. We

define a macro "vg" which will perform vector arithmetic on vectors of a desired dimension:

#define Vg(a, b) do { \

a[O]b[0]; \

a[1] b[1]; \

ai2] b[2]; \

16



) while(0)

Thus,rV(x, += y): willadd the 3-vectory tox,and VV(x, = 3.0 * y); willsetx to3y.

Thisideamay beexpandedinvariousdirections(mostofwhicharebeyondtheboundsofgood

taste),but itisa usefulabstractionforprogramswhichhavenotgone asfarasthe operator

overloadingfeaturesofC++.

We havealsoimplementeda Msg librarywhichperformsa necessaryserviceintheabsenceof

a debugger.The Msg functionallowsustoprintdebuggingand statusinformationtoindividual

files,and tocontrolwhichinformationisprovidedviaruntimearguments.W _.havefoundthis

mechanism farpreferabletothe ed hocadditionofprintfstatementstothecodewhen trying

to track down a problem.

A further library has been implemented which defines a flexible binary file format. The Self

Describing File (SDF) format uses an ascii header which resembles a C structure definition to

describe the names and types of the binary data in the file. The user code can then read data

by requesting a "name" without knowing the details of how the data is arranged in the file. An

additional benefit is that other file formats can be converted to SDF format by simply creating a

suitable ascii header.

4 Performance

Here we provide timings for the various stages of the algorithm on the 512 processor Intel Touch-

stone Delta installed at Caltech. The timings listed are from an 8.8 million particle production

run simulation. During the initial stages of the calculation, the particles are spread uniformly

throughout the spherical computational volume. We set an absolute error bound on each partial

acceleration of 10 -3 the mean acceleration in the system. This results in 2.2 x 10TM interactions

per timestep in the initial unclustered system. The timing breakdown is as follows:

17



computation stage time (sec)

Domain Decomposition 7

Tree Build 4

Tree Traversal 31

Data Communication During Traversal 6

Force Evaluation 52

Load Imbalance 7

Total (5.8 Gflops) 114

At later stages of the calculation the system becomes extremely clustered (the density in

large clusters of particles is typically l0 s times the mean density). The number of interactions

required to maintain the same accuracy grows moderately as the system evolves. At a slightly

increased error bound of 4 x 10-3 the number of interactions in the clustered system is 2.6 x 101°

per timestep.

computation stage time (sec)

Domain Decomposition 19

Tree Build 10

Tree Traversal 55

Data Communication during traversal 4

Force Evaluation 60

Load Imbalance 12

Total (4.9 Gflops) 160

It is evident that the initial domain decomposition and tree building stages take a relatively

larger fraction of the time in this case. The reason is that in order to load balance the system,

some processors have nearly three times as many particles as the mean value, and over ten

times as many particles as the processor with the fewest. The load balancing scheme currently

attempts to load balance only the work involved in force evaluation and tree traversal, so the

initial domain decomposition and tree construction work (which scales closely with the particle

number within the processor) becomes imbalanced.
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Note that roughly 50% of the execution time is spent in the force calculation subroutine.

This routine consists of a few tens of lines of code, so it makes sense to obtain the maximum

possible performance through careful tuning. For the Delta's i860 microprocessor we used hand

coded assembly language to keep the three-stage pipeline fully filled, which results in a speed of

28 Mflops per node in this routine.

If we count only the floating point operations performed in the force calculation routine

as "useful work" (30 flops per interaction) the overall speed of the code is about 5-6 Gflops.

However, this number is in a sense unfair to the overall algorithm, since the m_jority of the code

is not involved with number crunching, but with tree traversal and data structure manipulation.

The integer arithmetic and addressing speed of the processor are as important as the floating point

performance. We hope that in the future, evaluation of processors does not become overbalanced

toward better floating point speed at the expense of integer arithmetic and memory bandwidth,

as this code is a good example of why a balanced processor architecture is necessary for good

overall performance.

5 Multi-purpose Applications

We have spent substantial effort in this code keeping the data structures and functions required

by the "application" away from those of the "tree". With suitable abstractions and ruthless

segregation, we have met with some success in this area. We currently have a number of physics

applications which share the same tree code. In general, the addition of another application only

requires the definition of a data structure, and additional code is required only with respect to

functions which are physics related (e.g., the force calculation).

We have described the application of our code to gravitational N-body problems above.

The code has also been indispensable in performing statistical analyses and data processing on

the end result of our N-body calculations, since their size prohibits analysis on anything but

a parallel supercomputer. The code also has a module which can perform three-dimensional

compressible fluid dynamics using smoothed particle hydrodynamics (with or without gravity).

Also, of special note, Wincklemans has used the code to implement a vortex particle method.
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It is a simple matter to use the same program to do physics involving other force laws. Apart

from the definition of a data structure and modification of the basic force calculation routine,

one only need derive the appropriate MAC using the method described in Salmon and Warren

[8].

6 Future Improvements

The code described here is by no means a "final" version. This algorithm has been explicitly

designed to easily allow experimentation, and inclusion of new ideas which we find useful. It is

perhaps unique in that it is serving double duty as a high performance production code to study

the process of galaxy formation, as well as a testbed to investigate multipole algorithms.

Additions to the underlying method which we expect will improve its performance even

further include the addition of cell-cell evaluations (similar to those used in the fast multipole

method) and the abihty to evolve each particle with an independent timestep (which improves

performance significantly in systems where the timescale varies greatly).

We expect that the expression of the algorithm in the C++language will produce a more

friendly program by taking advantage of the features of the language such as data abstraction

and operator overloading.

In the near future we expect to port and evaluate our code on the latest parallel machines

such as the Connection Machine 5. We expect that the majority of effort needed to port this

code to the CM-5 machine will be CDPEACcoding of the inner loop of the force-evaluation routine.

The remainder of the code is sufficiently portable to require only minor modification (we hope).

7 Conclusions

Problems of current interest in a wide variety of areas rely heavily on N-body methods. Ac-

celerator beam dynamics, astrophysics (galaxy formation, large-scale structure), computational

biology (protein folding, thermodynamics in aqueous solution), electromagnetic scattering, fluid

mechanics (vortex method, panel method), molecular dynamics, and plasma physics, to name
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those we are familiar with, but there are certainly more. In some of these areas, N 2 algorithms

are still the most often used, due to their simplicity. However, as problems grow larger, the use of

fast methods becomes a necessity. Indeed, in the case of problems such as electromagnetic scat-

tering, a fast multipole method reduces the operation count for solving the second-kind integral

equation from O(N 3) for Gaussian elimination to O(N 4/3) per conjugate-gradient interaction

[13]. Such a vast improvement allows problems which are beyond the capabilities of a super-

computer (using conventional methods) to be solved on a small workstation. We expect that

algorithms such as that described here, coupled with the extraordinary increa.se in computational

power expected in the coming years, will play a major part in the process of understanding of

complex physical systems.
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